
VERMONT ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD
10 V.S.A. ch. 151

Re: The Stratton Corporation
Application #2W0519-9R3-EB

FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, ORDER

The above-referenced matter comes before the Board on appeal from the decision of
the District #2 Environmental Commission (“Commission”) to grant The Stratton Corporation
(“Stratton Corp.” or “Permittee”) a land use permit amendment pursuant to 10 V.S.A. $5 6001-
6092 (“Act 250”) and Environmental Board Rule (“EBR”) 34. The Stratton Area Citizens
Committee (“SACC”)  filed the appeal, challenging the iegal  basis for the Commission‘s
decision to authorize a bridge constructed in noncompliance with an earlier permit. As explained
below, the Board denies Land Use Permit Application #2WO5 I9-9R3-EB  based on a balancing
of the relevant policies.

On September 23, 1997, SACC filed nn  appeal through its attorney, Stephanie J. Kaplan,
Esq., from Land Use Permit #2W0519-9R3  (“Permit Amendment”) and its supporting Findings
of Fact and Conclusions of Law (“Permit Amendment Decision”). The Permit Amendment and
Permit Amendment Decision were issued on September 15, 1997.

The Permit Amendment specifically authorizes Stratton Corp. to complete a bridge
associated with the Snowbridge Project, reconstruct a portion of the tributary of North Branch
Brook damaged during construction of the bridge, implement a revegetation and stabilization
plan for the affected area, and allow limited earthwork to continue until October 15, I997
(“Bridge Project”). The Bridge Project is located on Stratton Mountain in the Town of Stratton,
Vermont.

This appeal was filed pursuant to 10 V.S.A. Q 6086(a). SACC does not challenge the
findings of fact of the Commission. but it contends that the Commission erred with respect to its
application of the law to the facts found in this case. It specifically challenges the Commission’s
conclusion that the Permit Amendment should issue given its findings in the Permit Amendment
Decision with respect to certain Act 250 criteria. SACC asserts that the Commission committed
procedural error in failing to review the Project consistent with In re Stowe Club Hi-, No.
95-341 (Vt. Nov. 8, 1996) (hereinafter referred to as “Stowe Club Hiehlands”).

On October 3, 1997, an Act 250 Notice of Appeal and Prehearing Conference was
issued pursuant to 10 V.S.A. IS 6085(b) and 6089(a)(4). This was published in the Brattleboro
Reformer on October 7, 1996. No other appeals or cross-appeals were timely tiled. Persons
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entering timely appearances in the above-captioned matter were:

Appellant SACC by Stephanie J. Kaplan, Esq.:
the Permittee. by Stephen Reynes. Esq., Wilson B White, P.C.: and
the Agency of Natural Resources (“ANR”)  by Jon Groveman, Esq.

A prehearing conference with respect to this matter was convened by Chair Ewing on
October 20, 1997. in Montpelier, Vermont. A Prehearing Conference Report and Order was
issued on October 23, 1997, setting forth various ruling,s and a schedule for filing legal
memoranda. Party status was granted to SACC (EBR 14(B)), the Permittee (EBR 14(A)(l)).
and the ANR (EBR 14(A)(4)). The Chair also ruled that the Board would take official notice of
the Permit Amendment, Permit Amendment Decision. md Commission’s file in Land Use
Permit #2WOS 19-9R3,  including thirteen exhibits contained therein. and decide this matter &
nova based upon the findings of the Commission stipulated to by the parties. The Prehearing
Conference Report and Order became final on November 4, 1997,  as no party tiled timely
objections thereto.

At the request of Stratton Corp., on November 20, 1997. the Chair issued a separ,..e
preliminary ruling (“Preliminary Ruling”) in which he notified the parties that the Board would
take official notice of Re: Stratton Corporation, Applier  tion #2WO5  19-9, Findings of Fact.
Conclusions of Law (July 16, 1996); Re: The Stratton Cornoration,  Application #2WO5  19-9
(Reconsideration), Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law (March 13, 1997),  and the Reconsi-
deration Permit. 3 V.S.A. $810(4).  The parties were provided until December 2. 1997. to seek
Board review of this ruling. Only Stratton Corp. tiled a timely objection to the Chair’s
Preliminary Ruling. See Permittee’s Objection to Chair’s Preliminary Ruling with Motion
to Amend One Sentence (“Motion to Amend”).

The Chair as hearing  officer conducted a site visit of the Bridge Project on November 5.
1997.

On November 17, 1997, SACC tiled a Memorandum of Law. On Drcember 2. 1997,
the Permittee filed a Reply Memorandum of Law (“Pemlittee’s  Reply Memorandum”) On
December 2. 1997, the Board also received ANR’s  Reply to Stratton Area Citizens Committee‘s
Memorandum (“ANR’s Reply Memorandum”). On December 8, 1997, SACC filed a Response
to Stratton’s Reply Memorandum, and the Permittee filed a Memorandum of Law in Reply to the
Agency’s Memorandum (“Permittee’s Reply to ANR M~zmorandum”).

This matter was noticed for Oral Argument on N’>vember  20, 1997. Oral Argument was
held before the Board on December 17. 1997.  in Montpelier. Vermont. Those parties presenting
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oral argument were SACC, the Permittee, and the ANR

The Board deliberated on December 17, 1997, and January 15, 1998. Based upon a
thorough review of the stipulated findings, the permits. decisions, and exhibits officially noticed
from the Commission’s files, and the written and oral arguments of the parties, the Board
declared the record complete and adjourned the hearing on January 15, 1998. This matter is now
ready for final decision.

In its Motion to Amend, the Permittee objects to that portion of the Chair’s Preliminary
Ruling which implies that the pending appeal includes consideration of criterion 10 (town and
regional plans) but not criterion (4) soil erosion. The Permittee  asks the Board to amend that
portion of the Chair’s ruling identifying the criteria at issue such that the scope of this proceed-
ing is limited to criteria l(A) (headwaters), l(E) (streams), 4 (soil erosion) and 8(A) (necessary
wildlife). The Permittee argues that as a matter of settled law the appeal in this case includes
only those criteria as to which SACC requested and received party status at the Commission
level.

The relevant portion of the Chair’s Preliminary Ruling that the Permittee finds
objectionable, states:

The appeal in this matter is limited to the issues raised by the Appellant with respect
to the Commission’s decision in Re: Stratton Corporation, Land Use Permit Amend-
ment #2WO519-9R3  and involves only that portion of the development concerning
the construction of the bridge and its impacts under Criteria l(A) (headwaters), l(E)
(streams), 8(A) (necessary wildlife habitat), and 10 (town and regional plans).

The Board observes that the purpose of the Chair’s Preliminary Ruling was not to
declare party status nor to articulate of the scope of the issues on appeal. These rulings were
made in the Prehearing  Conference Report and Order issued on October 23, 1997, to which there
was no objection. Rather. the Chair’s Preliminary Ruling was intended to address the Permit-
tee’s request that the Board take official notice of certain decisions of the Commission referenced
in the Permit Amendment. Therefore, to the extent that the Chair addressed matters beyond the
scope of the requested ruling, the Board concludes that his statements were merely dicta.

Nevertheless, because Stratton Corp. has asked the Board to clarify under which Act 250
criteria SACC mav obtain review in this oroceedine.  the Board will address the Permittee’s
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request. not by amending the Chair’ Preliminary Ruling, but by making its own declaration
concerning the scope of this appeal. In doing so. the Board notes that SACC did not file a timely
objection to the Chair’s Preliminary Ruling nor did it tile a memorandum in reply to the Permit-
tee’s Motion to Amend. Therefore, the Board assumes that SACC does not disagree with
Permittee‘s basic contention that SACC may contest the Commission‘s conclusions only to the
extent that they touch upon the criteria for which it had party status in the proceeding below.

It is axiomatic that in order to appeal a criterion, a nonstatutory party must have had party
status on that criterion before the district commission considering the application in question,
The only exception to this rule is thcL  a person who has been denied party status on a criterion
may appeal this determination, and the Board may make an independent determination
concerning party status and the criterion to be considered within the scope of the proceeding.
Re: James E. Hand and John R. Hand. ti/a Hand Motors, Ap: lication  #880444-&EB,
Memorandum of Decision at 3 (May 29. 1995); Re: Derby Plaza Associates, Application
#7R0886-EB.  Memorandum of Decision at 3-5 (Feb. 25. 1994). Additionally. the Board has
interpreted Act 250 to provide that parties in district commission proceedings are automatically
parties on appeal with respect to the same criteria concerning  which the commission granted
them party status, unless their party status is timely chal enged by an aggrieved person through
appeal or cross-appeal. Re: Finard-Zamias Associates, Memorandum of Decision at 12-I 3
(March 28, 1990): EBR 14(B)(3)(c).

A review of the decision from which SACC appealed reveals that the Appellant asked for
and received party status under EBR 14(B) in the proceeding before the Commission only with
respect to criteria I (A), 1 (E), 4, and 8(A). Permit Amendment Decision at 2 (Sept. 15, 1997).
Even though the Commission considered the Bridge Prq,ect’s conformance under Criterion IO,
SACC neither sought nor received party status under Criterion 10. U. Moreover, no party either
tiled an appeal or cross-appeal from the Commission’s dmscision  pursuant to EBR 40 to either
expand the scope of the Board proceeding to include criterion 10 or to challenge SACC’s party
status under the criteria for which it was granted party status  before the Commission.

The issue raised by SACC on appeal was memorialized at page 3 of the Prehearing
Conferen  2 Report and Order. SACC asked the Board tc determine whether the Permittee
is entitled  to an Act 250 permit, given the findings of fat made by the Commission and the
policies articulated in the Vermont Supreme Court’s opirion.  In re Stowe Club Hiehlands.’

I In reviewing the Board’s file in this matter, it is apparent that confusion concern-
ing the scope of this appeal may have first arisen as a result of the Act 250 Notice of
Prehearing Conference. This notice made reference to cr terion IO. identifying it amongst
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Nowhere in its Notice of Appeal did SACC state that it sought party status under any specific
Act 250 criteria, because consistent with the Board’s ruling in Finard-Zamias, SACC was
deemed to have automatically obtained party status under the criteria for which it had been
granted party status below without the necessity of having to file a party status petition. Indeed,
the only place in SACC’s Notice of Appeal where specific Act 250 criteria were identified was in
its statement: “The District Commission expressly found that the unauthorized bridge construc-
tion violated Criteria l(A) (headwaters), l(E) (streams), 8(A) (necessary wildlife habitat), and 10
(town and regional plans).” Notice of Appeal at 3.

The Board interprets this statement not as an attempt to expand the scope of appeal, but
merely as an observation by SACC in support of its argument that the Commission had made
certain findings which cannot be squared with the requirement that before granting a permit, the ;
Board or Commission must find that the development complies with the ten criteria of Act 250. j
IO V.S.A. $ 6086(a). Accordingly, the Board concludes that SACC’s party status in this
appeal is limited to criteria l(A) (headwaters), l(E) (streams), 4 (soil erosion), and 8(A) (neces-
sary wildlife), the criteria for which it received party status before the commission. and further,
that the Board will limit its de nova consideration of the Commission’s findings and conclusions
to those criteria in considering the question posed by SACC. There being no other timely objec-
tions to the Chair’s Preliminary Ruling, the Board affirms the Chair’s ruling to take official
notice of the documents referenced therein.

III. a

Whether, based upon the findings of fact contained in the Commission’s decision, the
Board should grant or deny the Pen&tee’s application for the Permit Amendment, taking
into consideration the policy considerations articulated in -Club

the criteria on which the Commission had made findings and that SACC alleges did not
support the issuance of a permit. Since the Preheating Conference Report and Order of
October 23, 1997, was silent with respect to which criteria SACC was granted party
status. it is reasonable that only after the Permittee had received the Chair’s Preliminary
Ruling the issue concerning the scope of this appeal would have come to its attention.
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IV. FINDINGS OF FACT

The Board finds  the following facts:

On March 29, 1996, an Act 250 application was filed by Stratton Corp. for the
Snowbridge Project, described as the constructicn  of 36 townhouses and necessary
infrastructure on a tract of land consisting of 2,0110 +/- acres, with 72 acres of land
involved in the project. The Snowbridge Projeci  is located on Stratton Mountain in the
Town of Stratton, Vermont. The Snowbridge Project constitutes “development” subject
to Act 250 jurisdiction pursuant to 10 V.S.A. 9: 6001(3).  Application #2WO519-9
Decision; Permit Amendment Decision, Commission Finding 1.

On July 16, 1996, the Application #2WO5 19-9 was denied. The Commission was unable
to make affirmative findings with respect to criteria 1 (A), I(E), and 4, and other criteria.
Re: Stratton Cornoration, Application #2WO5 19-9. Findings of Fact. Conclusions of Law
(July 16, 1996) (“Application #2WO519-9  Decision”). Application #2WO5/9-9
Decision; Permit Amendment Decision, Commission Finding 1.

A large permanent tributary to the North Branch af Ball Mountain Brook flows through
the project site (“North Branch Brook”). This permanent stream qualifies as a headwaters
area. It also supports fish life, including brook trmaut  and thus qualifies as necessary
wildlife habitat. Application #2WO519-9  Decision, Commission Finding I; Permit
Amendment Decision,Commission  Findings 3 and 4.

In reviewing the Snowbridge Project, the Commission found. among other things, that:

The permanent stream would be spanned with a bridge at an approximate
elevation of 2,325 feet. The bridge installation would not involve any in-stream
work and the support piers would be 25 feet from the stream. The bridge crossing
would not impact fisheries.

Application #2WO519-9  Decision at 4, Finding 2. and Exhibit 6. PermitAmendment
Decision,Commission  Finding 2.

On December 23. 1996, The Stratton Corporation filed a request for reconsideration of
the denial of Application #2WO5 19-9. Land Use Permit KWO5 19-9 (Reconsideration)
was issued on March 13,  1997 (“Reconsideration Decision”) authorizing the Snowbridge
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6.

7.

8.

Project. The Reconsideration hearing and resulting decision dealt exclusively with the
deficiencies in the application which were the basis for the permit denial. However, the
Reconsideration Decision did not revisit issues with respect to the permanent stream and
the bridge which had already been addressed in the Findings of Fact in the Application
#2WO5  19-9 Decision. Permit  Amendment De&on,  Commission Finding 2.

Condition #l of Land Use Permit #2WO519-9  (Reconsideration) (“Reconsideration
Permit”) imposed on the Permittee, its assigns, and successors in interest, the obligation
to complete and maintain the Snowbridge Project only as approved by the Commission
in accordance with several conditions. Condition #l states:

The project shall be completed as set forth in Findings of Fact and Conclusions of
Law #2WO5 19-9 and #2WO5 19-9 (Reconsideration) in accordance with the plans
and exhibits stamped “Approved” and on file with the District Environmental
Commission, and in accordance with the conditions of this permit. No changes
shall  be made in the project without the written approval of the District
Environmental Commission.

Reconsideration Permit, Condition #I; Permit Amendment Decision, Commission
Finding 2.

Condition #3 of the Reconsideration Permit states, in relevant part:

By acceptance of the conditions of this permit without appeal, the permittee
confirms and agrees for itself and all assigns and successors in interest that the
conditions of this permit shall run with the land and will be binding upon and
enforceable against the permittees and all assigns and successors in interest.

Reconsideration Permit, Condition #3.

Subsequent to the issuance of the Reconsideration Permit, a concrete pier was installed
by the project contractor in the high flow channel of the tributary to the North Branch
Brook. This work presumably occurred the afternoon of July 2, 1997, possibly continu-
ing on July 3, 1997. An inspection by Stratton Corp. environmental staff at 1l:OO  a.m. on
July 2, 1997, revealed no prior or in-stream work. An inspection on July 3, 1997, at 5:00
p.m. by Stratton Corp’s engineer and an engineer employed by the Commission revealed
the in-stream diversion work and the concrete forms on the newly installed pier in the
high water channel of the stream. Testimony. Permit Amendment Decision, Commb-
sion Finding 8.
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10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

In order to install the concrete pier, extensive in-stream work was undertaken. The work
included use of heavy equipment (excavator). Testimony. Permit Amendment  Decision,
Commission Finding 9.

The in-stream work was undertaken during low Bow conditions, however, it was raining
on July 3, 1997. Testimony. Permit Amendment Decision, Commission Finding 10.

Prior to the in-stream disturbance, the stream naturally divided into two channels.
Testimony. Permit Amendment Decision, Commission Finding II.

At the time of the in-stream work, water was flowing in the stream. In order to construct
the concrete pier, the contractor first diverted the westerly channel flow to the easterly
side of the stream bed (the side where the pier is now constructed) using hay bales. The
contractor then excavated a defined channel on the westerly side and placed filter fabric
in the newly constructed channel. The steam was then diverted to the newly defined
channel and the pier work was constructed in the dry area. Testimony. Permit
Amendment Decision, Commission Finding 12.

During the excavation of the newly detined  channel on the westerly side, the bank was
undercut at the toe of slope. This work created a potential erosion problem and the
contractor moved boulders from the stream channel to stabilize this area. Testimony.
Permit Amendment Decision, Commission Finding 13.

The pier is founded on ledge. An excavator was used to level the area and hammer off a
portion of the ledge. The concrete pier is approximately one foot by 18 feet with a depth
of three feet to six feet with an average of three feet of concrete underground. The ledge
was drilled and the concrete pier was secured with rebar  into the ledge. The pier was then
backfilled. Exhibit 10 and Testimony. Permit Amendment Decision, Commission
Finding 14.

An ANR Fisheries Biologist and Water Quality Engineer  indicated that the ANR would
have opposed the in-stream construction work, the erosion control measures utilized
during construction, and the construction of the pier in the stream channel. Exhibit 7.
Permit Amendment Decision, Commission Findrng 15.

The techniques utilized to divert the stream would have been opposed by the ANR. If a
stream diversion had been authorized, the requirement would have been to bypass the
stream using sandbags, piping or to pump the flow. These techniques would have
enabled the natural channel to remain substantially undisturbed. These are the specific
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17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

measures approved for diversion of the intermittent stream. Reconsideration Permit,
Reconsideration Decision, and Testimony. Permit Amendment Decision, Commission
Finding 16.

As a result of the in-stream work, including the relocation of the low flow channel, 75
feet of stream has been extensively damaged. The stream bed was also extensively re-
worked. For a portion of time, the stream was running under the filter fabric. To the
extent fish utilized this portion of the stream during low flow conditions the presence of
filter fabric above the flow prevented use by fish. Exhibit 7 and Testimony. Permit
Amendment Decision, Commission Finding 17.

Although Stratton Corp. personnel did not observe a discharge, given the nature of the in-
stream work it is highly probable that there were releases of sediment to the waters of the
State from the construction. Testimony. Permit Amendment Decision, Commission
Finding 18.

In both pre-application materials and in Application #2WO5 19-9, the Permittee clearly
represented that no in-stream work would be needed for the North Branch Brook crossing
and that the nearest bridge supports would be 25 feet from the stream. These representa-
tions were reiterated in the Findings of Fact in the Application #2WO5 19-9 Decision and
the Reconsideration Permit specifically required that the project be completed as set forth
in those Findings of Fact and the Findings of Fact in the Reconsideration Decision.
Permit Amendment De&ion,  Commission Finding 5.

In the application for reconsideration, one sheet of the plans submitted as evidence to
the Commission shows a third concrete support for the bridge, located where there is
presently such a support in North Branch Brook. The Permittee, however, did not
identify this change in either the written application materials or oral testimony before the
Commission during the reconsideration hearing. The reconsideration written materials
and testimony dealt solely with a change to plans for the intermittent stream. Permit
Amendment Decision, Commission Finding 6.

The erosion control plan for the Snowbridge Project was prepared by the Permittees’s
erosion control expert and provided to the Permittee and its engineer, as well as all
parties. It identities a specific, detailed methodology for diversion of the intermittent
stream. There is no discussion of any diversion or in-stream work for the permanent
stream. Reconsideration Decision, Exhibit 15. Permit Amendment Decision,
Commission Finding 7.
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24.

25.

The permit violation involving the in-stream w,Jrk and construction of the concrete pier
were reported to the District 2 Environmental Coordinator after the July 4th holiday
weekend by Stratton Corp. and the professional engineer employed by the Commission to
conduct erosion control inspections. The Commission staff directed all construction
related to the bridge and its supports to be halted. Only measures necessary to protect
and stabilize the site were undertaken after approval by ANR staff and authorization by
the Commission staff. Testimony. Permit Amendment Decision, Commission Finding
19.

On July 16, 1997, staff from the ANR, Stratton Corp. representatives, and the
professional engineer employed by the Commission met on-site to view the in-stream
disturbance and discuss measures to repair and site to the extent feasible. Exhibit 7.
Permit Amendment Decision, Commission Finding 20.

Subsequent to the meeting, a plan was developed by Stratton Corp.‘s engineer to repair
the in-stream damage. This plan, entitled “Eroslon Control, Stream Channel Construc-
tion, Snow Bridge #2WO5  19-9” dated July 17, 1997, is shown in Permit Amendment
Decision, Exhibit 5. Permit Amendment Decision, Commission Finding 21.

In order to prevent erosion and release of sediment to the stream, Stratton Corp. was
given authorization by the Commission staff to implement the “Erosion Control Stream
Channel Construction Plan” as shown in Permit Amendment Decision, Exhibit 5. The
plan required the following further work in the stream channel:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Temporary installation of bypass pipe to divert stream flow during
reconstruction.

Shaping proposed low channel and secondary and overflow channel,

Removal of waste concrete deposits.

Placement of rocks and boulders in the low flow and secondary channels to
restore appearance and function.

Filling and compacting the undercut tc’es of the slope of the stream bank and
armoring the slope face with 5 inches of larger rock.

Exhibit 5 and Testimony. Permit Amendment Decision, Commission Finding 22.
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28.

29.

Placement of the stones and boulders required use of heavy equipment (an excavator)
in the stream bed. Testimony. Permit Amendment Decision, Commission Finding 23.

The restoration of the low flow stream channel has not proven adequate or effective.
During the low flow conditions the stream is not running in the low flow channel as
planned, rather it is running under the boulders installed by the contractor to stabilize the
undercut stream bank. During low flow conditions the stream is running under the
boulders and consequently the ability of fish to migrate through this reach of the stream is
seriously impaired by the obstruction of the boulders. The ability of fish to migrate
during low flows was substantially better before the natural condition of the stream was
altered, as fish were able to use an established natural channel free of significant
obstructions. Testimony. Permit Amendment Decision, Commission Finding 24.

In addition to the “Erosion Control Stream Channel Construction Plan,” Stratton Corp.
has proposed stream buffer revegetation based upon general guidance obtained from the
ANR publication entitled Native Vegetation for Lakeshores, Streamsides,  and Wetland
Buffers (1994) and the specific site conditions, as described in the revegetation and
stabilization plan prepared by Pioneer Environmental Associates, dated July 1997. The
plan includes low shrub-type plantings approximately five to ten feet on either side of the
stream bed to provide shading to the stream. Species to be used within this corridor
include speckled alder, sheep laurel, silky dogwood and/or red osier dogwood. Taller tree
plantings are proposed for the more steeply sloped stream banks, which will also allow
for shading and provide for strong root development for protection of soil stabilization.
Species to be used on the sloping stream banks include eastern hemlock and striped
maple. Planting of ferns on the disturbed steep slope of the westerly stream bank is also
planned. This planting has not yet be accomplished but would be instituted by Stratton
Corp. if a permit amendment for the bridge were issued. Exhibits 3 and 5. Permit
Amendment Decision, Commiwion  Finding 25.

The Commission asked if anything could be done to improve the overall condition of the
stream beyond what has been done by Stratton Corp. and the proposed implementation of
a revegetation plan. Permit Amendment Decision, Exhibit 3. The ANR Wnter Quality
Engineer indicated the following two likely scenarios with respect to the existing stream
reconstruction:

1, The stream will carve a new low flow channel sqmewhere  through the middle
of the disturbed area following deposition of smaller material in the voids
between the large boulders, or;
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30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

2. The stream will maintain its low flow channel where it currently is, with the
likelihood that the adjacent steep bank will fail.

Exhibit 11. Permit Amendment Decision, Commission Finding 26.

The ANR Water Quality Engineer indicated that the water is likely to continue to seek the
lowest path through the area under the boulders and stream dynamics will likely cause
bank failure. Exhibit Il. Permit  Amendment Decision, Commission Finding 2%

The ANR Water Quality Engineer indicated a measure to lessen the chance of bank
failure would be to hand dig a better defined low flow channel in the small gravels
amongst the larger stones, and place the smaller material into the voids below and around
the large boulders currently covering the flow. These measures to redirect the stream to
the low flow channel would improve the ability of fish to migrate through the affected
reach of the stream during low flow conditions. It also was suggested that it would be
helpful to review the effectiveness of these restoration efforts in the summer of 1998
should they be implemented. Exhibit 11 and Testimony. Permit Amendment Decbion,
Commission Finding 28.

It will take five to ten years for the forces of stream dynamics to restore the stream to a
natural condition with respect to function. Testimony. Permit Amendment Decision,
Commission Finding 29.

The full natural condition of the stream channel will not be restored given the physical
presence of the concrete pier in the stream bed. Testimony. Permit Amendment
Decision,Commission  Finding 30.

Utilizing conscientious erosion control measures, the pier could be removed without
additional damage to the stream. There, however, remains a risk that more damage to the
stream and erosion could occur during removal cf the pier. Further, with respect to stream
functioning, there are no assured benefits from removal of the pier. Exhibit 7 and
Testimony. Permit Amendment Decision, Commission Finding 3L

As stated on the record and observed during the Commission’s site visit, the Commission
noted loose dirt which has not been adequately nvegetated  or stabilized on the stream
bank. Permit Amendment Decision, Commission Finding 32.

On September 8, 1997, Stratton Corp. amended Application #2W0519-9R3  to include an
extension of the tinal earthwork date from October I to October 15.  1997.  in order to
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37.

38.

V.

finish the bridge, widen a portion of North Brookwood Road and to install underground
utility lines. A winter erosion control plan was included in the request. Exhibits 12 and
13 Permit Amendment Decision, Commission Finding 33.

On September 15, 1997, the Commission issued the requested Permit Amendment and
Permit Amendment Decision, notwithstanding the Commission’s conclusions that the
Bridge Project, had it been reviewed prior to construction, would not have complied
with criteria l(A), l(E), 4,8(A), among other criteria. Reconsideration Permit Decision.

Construction of the bridge pier in the stream does not preclude completion of the Bridge
Project as authorized by the Commission in its Reconsideration Permit and Reconsidera-
tion Permit Decision. Stipulation of Stratton Corp., Prehearing Conference Report and
Order at 6 (Oct. 23,1997).

Cm

A. FACTUAL BASIS FOR THE BOARD’S DECISION

This appeal is unusual in that the parties do not dispute the facts found by the Commis-
sion below, but merely the legal analysis and conclusions reached by the Commission in
applying those facts. Accordingly, the parties have agreed that for the purposes of the Board’s
review, the findings of fact contained in the Permit Amendment Decision issued by the Com-
mission on September 15, 1997, should be those relied upon by the Board in reaching its own
decision concerning whether a permit amendment should issue for the Bridge Project.

Under the provisions of the Administration Procedure Act, 3 V.S.A. 0 809(d), the parties
to a contested case may make informal disposition of all or a portion of a case by stipulation,
unless otherwise precluded by law. Such informal disposition may include consideration of
stipulated facts or changes to findings of fact, provided that the Board independently determines
that such stipulations are not contrary to the requirements or purposes of Act 250. See. ea.. Re:
Inn at Jamaica. Inc., Land Use Permit #2W0681-EB,  Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and
Order (Jan. 28, 1987). Moreover, the Board may take official notice of prior commission or
board decisions, applications, certifications, and other documents related to the subject matter of
the appeal, provided the parties have been given notice and an opportunity to contest the matters
so noticed and a statement concerning the matters officially noticed is made a part of the record
of the case. 3 V.S.A. $0 809(e) and 810(4); EBR 17(B).
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The parties were provided notice of the Commission decisions and other documents that
1

II
the Board would consider in deciding this appeal. As nated  in Sections I. and II. of this decision,

Ii no objections were timely tiled respecting the items the Chair identified for official notice.

Therefore, on Januaty 15, 1998, the Board reviewed the record in this proceeding and
determined that it was not contrary to the requirements ;md purposes of Act 250 to adopt the
findings of fact contained in the Commission’s Permit Amendment Decision, with minor
grammatical changes, for the purpose of deciding this appeal. The Board also decided to make a
few supplemental findings based on information contair  ed in the Application Decision, Reconsi-
deration Decision, and Reconsideration Permit in order ‘:o clarify the historical and procedural
context of the Bridge Project in relation to the Snowbridge Project as a whole. Additionally, the
Board made Finding #38 based on a stipulation offered by Stratton Corp. at the October 20
preheating conference. &e Prehearing Conference Report and Order at 6.

B. APPLICATION OF STOWE CLUB HIGHL&Q,S

The central issue before the Board is whether it should grant or deny Stratton Corp.‘s
application for the Permit Amendment, taking into consideration the policy considerations
articulated in Stowe Club &&a~.&.  The Board has previously concluded that only after
applying the balancing of policy considerations in w Club Hiohlan&  and determining that
the facts weigh in favor of the applicant will it reach the nerits  of an application under any of the
Act 250 criteria. Re: Nehemiah Associates. Inc., Land Use Permit Application, #lR0672-l-EB
(Remand), Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 4 (April 11, 1997)  &
docketed, No. 97-223 (Vt. June 27, 1997).

11 policies articulated in Stowe Club HighIan&
SACC asks the Board to deny Stratton Corp.‘s  application, taking into consideration the

SACC’s arguments may be summarized as
follows. Stratton Corp. constructed the bridge “in violation” of the Reconsideration Decision

i and the Reconsideration Permit issued for the Snowbridge  Project. The Commission was in error
j( in not applying the test in the Stowe Club Highlands case in reaching its Permit Amendment
‘1
11

Decision, however, the Board should apply the test in its ie novo review of the application.
Applying the test in Stowe Club Highlands, Stratton Corp. cannot  satisfy any of the three factors

,
;/

in the test supporting flexibility and warranting the issuarce  of a permit amendment. Moreover,
an Act 250 permit cannot be granted when the bridge, as constructed,  does not comply with Act

!/ 250 criteria.

I/ Accordingly, SACC urges the Board to deny a permit  amendment for the Bridge Project, ’

I, leaving Stratton Corp. the option of constructing a bridge in accordance with the representations I

I/

!I
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it made to the Commission, to wit, a bridge that would involve no in-stream construction and
would have supporting abutments no closer than 25 feet from the stream. SACC cautions the
Board against issuing a permit amendment, after-the-fact, for the bridge that has been constructed
by Stratton Corp., on the basis that to do so would give Stratton Corp. a “benefit” from the
alleged violation and would encourage other developers to construct projects prior to receiving
Act 250 permits. SACC’s  Memorandum of Law. The ANR joins SACC in opposing the
issuance of a permit amendment for the Bridge Project on the basis of past Board precedent and
the application of Stowe Club Hiehlan&.  ANR’s  Reply Memorandum.

In Re: Stowe Club Hiehlands, Application #5L0822-12-EB,  Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law, and Order (June 20,1995),  the Board denied a permit amendment
application for a project which would have developed a lot previously set aside by permit
condition under criteria 8 and 9(B). The Board examined the representations made by the
applicant in the original permit proceeding as incorporated in the findings and conditions
contained in that permit. Id. at 2-6. Applying the doctrine of collateral estoppel, the Board
concluded that the policy of finality outweighed the policy of flexibility, and that a permit
amendment should therefore be denied. 14L at 11.

While the Supreme Court in Stowe overruled the Board’s use of
collateral estoppel as the analytical framework for evaluating the proposed change to the project,
the Court concluded mat “the Board addressed certain policy considerations that it considered
relevant in deciding whether to grant the permit amendment.” m at 5.T h e
Court continued:

The Board’s analysis of these issues was appropriate and, in the context of this case
sufficient to support the denial of the permit amendment. The Board framed its
discussion as weighing the competing values of flexibility and finality in the permitting
process. If existing permit conditions are no longer the most useful or cost-effective way
to lessen the impact of development, the permitting process should be flexible enough to
respond to the changed conditions. The Board recognized three kinds of changes that
would justify altering a permit condition:

(a) changes in factual or regulatory circumstances beyond the control of a
permittee; (b) changes in the construction or operation of the permittee’s
project, not reasonably foreseeable at the time the permit was issued; or (c)
changes in technology.

I_& at 6. Ultimately, the Court concluded that the Board was ‘>ustifled  in denying” the permit
amendment application based upon the balancing of the policies of flexibility and finality. Id.
at 9.
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11
/I Accordingly, the Board shall now balance the policy considerations in support of flexi-

ii ”bihty  and the issuance of a permit amendment against -hose  supporting finality and a denial,
i applying the test set forth in Stowe Club Hiehlands. The Board first turns to the three factors in

favor of flexibility applied in that decision.

1. Flexibility

a. Changes in Factual or Regulatory Circumstances beyond the Control

i/
of the Permittee

The Board concludes that there were no changes in factual or regulatory circumstances
beyond the control of Stratton Corp. that justify an alteration of the bridge design and construc-
tion as previously approved by the Commission. Stratton Corp. has presented no argument on
this factor and the findings made by the Commission, a:j stipulated to by the parties, do not
demonstrate that there were factual or regulatory circumstances beyond the control of the
Permittee.

I

b. Changes in the Construction or Operation of the Permittee’s Project,
Not Reasonably Foreseeable at the Time the Permit was Issued

The Court in Stowe Club Hiehlands  observed th,d  “forseeability is related to the degree
of change” and that “while small or moderate changes a’e expected and even common [in a
project], extreme changes will likely come as a surprise to all involved.” Stowe Club Highlands
at 7. Therefore, a permit applicant should consider foreseeable changes in its project during the
permitting process, and not suggest conditions that it would consider unacceptable should its
project change slightly. “Otherwise,” as the Court noted, “[t]he  initial permitting process would
be merely a prologue to continued applications for pen-n t amendments.” u.

The stipulated facts (& Finding 20) indicate tha: one sheet of the plans submitted as
evidence to the Commission in the Reconsideration Pemiit  proceeding shows a third concrete
support for the bridge located where there is presently a concrete pier in the North Branch Brook.
Therefore, it may be argued that at the time the Reconsideration Permit was issued it was
reasonably foreseeable that a change in the construction of the bridge was contemplated by
Stratton Corp.

I/

‘/
However, Stratton Corp. presented no information about changes in the design or means

of construction of the bridge in its written application materials and testimony at the reconsidera-
non phase of the proceeding. Indeed, the Commission made no findings regarding changes to
the bridge crossing North Branch Brook. This is because the Commission had relied on the
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representations made in the context of the initial review of Application #2WO519-9  and in
Finding #2 of the resulting decision to satisfy itself that the bridge would not have in-stream
impacts and therefore would not adversely affect the values protected by Act 250, including
adverse impacts on headwaters and to fisheries. This is further reinforced by Conditions #I and
#3 of the Reconsideration Permit which incorporated the findings of fact and conclusions of law
contained in the Application #2WO519-9 Decision. These conditions placed the Permittee on
notice that by accepting the permit without appeal, it and its successors would be bound by those
conditions except as expressly modified or amended by the findings and conclusions contained in
the Reconsideration Decision. As noted in Findings 5 and 20 in Section IV. of this decision, the
Reconsideration proceeding and Reconsideration Decision addressed only the deficiencies
specifically noted in the initial application denial.

Since the bridge as proposed in Application #2WO519-9 conformed with the require-
ments of Act 250, the Commission had no reason to revisit the design of the bridge unless
Stratton Corp. had brought the changes to its attention. Therefore, the Board not only concludes
that changes in the design and construction of the Permittee’s Bridge Project were reasonably
foreseeable to Stratton Corp. at the time the Reconsideration Permit was issued, but that Stratton
Corp. failed to fully disclose these changes to the Commission and parties thereby depriving
them the opportunity to evaluate the impacts of the Bridge Project under relevant Act 250
criteria.

c. Changes in Technology

The Board concludes that there are no changes in technology that justify an alteration of
the bridge project as previously approved by the Commission. Stratton Corp. has presented no
argument on this factor and the findings made by the Commission, as stipulated to by the parties,
do not demonstrate that changes in technology were a factor in filing the application for Permit
Amendment.

d. Other Factors

Stratton Corp. argues that the factors identified in the Stowe Club Hinhlands  decision are
not the only ones that may be weighed by the Board in determining whether a permit amendment
should be issued or denied. Stratton Corp. asserts that the facts of this case and public policy
support the issuance of a permit amendment for the Bridge Project. Specifically, Stratton Corp.
argues that one factor the Board should take into consideration is whether the changes to the
bridge design and construction, as implemented, have an on-going adverse environmental
impact. Stratton Corp. argues that the adverse environmental impacts resulting from the Bridge
Project are not on-going. Permittee’s Reply Memorandum at 8-9. Additionally, Stratton Corp.
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suggests that another factor that the Board might consider is whether an impact-mitigation
:ondition  was related to a changed infrastructure circumstance, even though not necessarily
oeyond  the control of the permittee. Permittee’s Repl:f Memorandum at 9.

Based on the facts of this case, the Board is not persuaded that the “other factors”
suggested by Stratton Corp. should be added to the three identified in Stowe Club Hiehlands.
First of all, the facts as found do not support Stratton Carp’s assertion that the adverse
environmental impacts resulting from the Bridge Project are not on-going. Secondly, Stratton
Zorp. has not provided either an adequate explanation of what it means by its second proposed
factor or what facts would support application of this factor.

Having evaluated the factors weighing in favor of flexibility, the Board will now turns its
attention to the policy considerations supporting finaliry.

2. &la&y

In considering the policy of finality, the Board is guided by the Court’s Stowe Club
HighIan&  decision.The Board must determine whether the Commission reasonably relied upon
Stratton Corp.‘s representations concerning the proposed bridge in the Application #2WO519-9
proceeding in order to reach positive findings and conclusions supporting the issuance of the
Reconsideration Permit, and, further, whether the Permittee benefitted  from such reliance.

Under 10 V.S.A. Q 6086(c), a permit may contain such requirements and conditions as are
allowable within the police power and are appropriate with respect to the Act 250 criteria. “The
3urpose  of permit conditions is to alleviate adverse effects that would otherwise be caused by a
oroject.  Those adverse effects would require a conclusion that a project does not comply with
he criterion at issue unless the condition is followed.” Re: Stowe Club Highlands,  Application
$5L0822-12-EB,  Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order at 10 (June 20, 1995),  affd,
Stowe Club Highlands. Ultimately, permit conditions must be reasonable. In re Denio, 158 Vt.
230,240 (1992).

Findings of fact and conclusions of law may become permit conditions by their
incorporation in a land use permit. Re: J.P. Carrara & Sons. Inc., Land Use Permit #lR0589-EB
[Revocation), Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, ard Order at 12 (May 13, 1992). This
principle was recognized by the Court in In re: Demo,  158 Vt. 230,241 (1992). Moreover, the
Court has recognized that a permit applicant’s represen-.ations  may also be incorporated into a
permit as conditions. Stowe Club Hiohlands  at 8. Indeed, a Commission and the parties have a
right to rely on the material information provided by an applicant. 1p.; Re:Crushed  Rock. Inc.,
Land Use Permits #lR0489-EB  and #lR0489-1EB  (Revocation), Findings of Fact. Conclusions !
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I
j of Law, and Order at lo-12  (Oct. 17, 1986), vacated and remanded on other nrounds,  In
I’ f&s
I/

hed Rock. Inc., 150 Vt. 613 (1988).

1’ Applying these principles of law, the Board concludes that the Commission authorized
i the construction of the bridge based on its conclusion that Stratton Corp.‘s  bridge proposal would
11 involve no in-stream impacts and therefore would comply with applicable Act 250 criteria.

I!

’ Moreover, the Reconsideration Permit, through Condition #l, incorporated the Commission’s
findings of fact and conclusions drawn from material representations made by Stratton Corp.

ii through its agents and witnesses, and Stratton Corp. did not timely request that those findings,

(1 conclusions or conditions be changed, corrected, or reconsidered but instead allowed them to
I! become final. See Condition #3, Reconsideration Permit; see also, Re: J.P. Carrara & Sons.,
11 &., at 12; Re: Deuartment  of Forests and Parks Knioht  Point State Park, Declaratory Ruling #77
/ at 3 (Sept. 6, 1976).

I/ Based on the above, the Board concludes that it was reasonable for the Commission to
Ii rely upon Stratton Corp.‘s  representations concerning the design and construction of the bridge

,I
I as proposed in the Application #2WO5 19-9 proceeding. Furthermore, Stratton Corp. benefitted
I from the Commission reaching positive findings and conclusions on applicable criteria, because
i only by doing so was the Commission able to issue Stratton Corp. the Reconsideration Permit for
) the Snowbridge Project. The Board, therefore, concludes that Stratton Corp. is bound by its

‘I, representations concerning the bridge proposal as described in the Application #2WO519-19

~ 1 finality.
Deciston,  unless a weighing of factors in support of flexibility outweigh those supporting

3. Balancinp  of Flexibilitv and Finali&

i’
I

Having identified the competing policies, th.e.Board  must now balance them to determine

/j
whether to grant Stratton Corp’s application for a permit amendment.

ii The principle of finality is derived from the consequences of a permit being issued
/I without any subsequent appeal. Once a permit is issued and the applicable appeal period has
/I expired, the findings, conclusions and permit are final  and are not subject to attack in a

/
subsequent application proceeding, whether or not they were properly granted in the first
mstance.  “To hold otherwise would severely undermine the orderly governance of development

ii and would upset reasonable reliance on the process.” In re Taft Comers Associates, 160 Vt. 583,
ii 593 (1993) citing Levy v. Town of St. Albans  Zoning Bd. of Adjustment, 152 Vt. 139, 143
i’ (1989). As the Board has previously stated, “[wlithout  reasonable reliance on the finality of a
1, permit, there can be no repose, and without repose, there can be nor orderly governance ofI

j/ development.” Nehemiah Associates. Inc., Application #lR0672-1-EB  (Remand), at 21.

!I
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The principle of flexibility is derived from the consequences of the development process.
The Board itself has long acknowledged that “once a permit has been issued it is reasonable to
expect the permittee to conform to those representations unless circumstances or some interven-
ing factor justify an amendment.” Nehemiah Associate&., at 21, w Re: Deuartment  of
Forests and Parks Knieht  Point State Park, Declaratory Ruling #77 at 3 (Sept. 6, 1976).

Although the statute governing Act 250 does nc,t  refer to permit amendments, the Board
has adopted EBR 34 establishing procedures for applic,%tions  for permit amendments. In a
permit amendment application proceeding, the central question is “not whether to give effect to
the original permit conditions, but under what circumstances those permit conditions may be
modified.” Stowe  Club H&&&  at 5. While certain t:hanged  circumstances may justify the
issuance of a permit amendment, the amendment procedures provided by EBR 34 are not
intended to be used where the original permit conditions have been ignored by the applicant,
construction on a project has been completed, and a permit  amendment application has been filed
retroactively to authorize the development activities found to be in noncompliance with Act 250.
Re: Ouechee Lakes Corporation, Application #3W0364-lA-EB,  Findings of Fact, Conclusions of
Law, and Order at 13-14 (Feb. 3, 1987),  affd, In re Ouechee Lakes Corp., 154 Vt. 543 (1990).
Indeed, to allow applicants to make unapproved changes after a permit has been issued would
deprive the statutory parties and other persons affected by a project of their right to a fair hearing.
Id. at 14.

The Board concludes that none of the factors suoporting flexibility and the issuance of a
permit amendment have been met given the facts of thi:; case. Stratton Corp. asks the Board to
effectively delete Finding #2 of the Application #2WO519-9  Decision, but Finding #2 was made
a condition of the permit by incorporation. Therefore, Finding #2, together with Conditions #l
and #3, prohibit Stratton Corp. from conducting in-stream work in connection with construction
of a bridge across North Branch Brook and require it to place supporting piers at least 25 feet
from the stream edge. Finding #2 was based squarely upon the material representations and
submissions of Stratton Corp. and without this finding of fact, the Commission would not have
found the Snowbridge Project in conformance with Act 250 in its Reconsideration Decision.

Accordingly, it was reasonable for the Commission and the parties to rely on Stratton
Corp.‘s  representations that it would construct its bridge in accordance with Finding #2 of
the Application #2WO519  Decision and the Reconsideration Permit. The Board therefore con-
cludes that the considerations supporting finality outweigh those warranting the issuance of
a permit amendment in this case. Therefore, the requested permit amendment is denied.
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C. APPLICATION OF OTHER POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

SACC argues that a land use permit cannot be granted for a project that does not comply
with all applicable Act 250 criteria. The Board agrees. Title 10 V.S.A. 0 6086(a) requires that,
before granting a permit, the board or district commission shall find that the subdivision or
development under review will comply with Act 250 criteria. Therefore, it was an error for the
Commission to issue a permit amendment when it concluded that the bridge, as constructed, did
not comply with criteria 1 (A), 1 (E), and 8(A), among others.

However, having concluded that a permit amendment is not warranted based on
application of the test in Stowe Club Hiphlands,  the Board does not reach the issue of whether
the Bridge Project complies with each of the Act 250 criteria identified as within the scope of
this appeal.

Likewise, the Board does not offer an opinion concerning what specific mitigation
measures should be applied. Having determined that a permit amendment should be denied, the
question of what should be done with the bridge, as built, and any mitigation measures, should be
addressed in the context of an enforcement action. In the meantime, the Board cautions Stratton
Corp. not to conduct any in-stream work that might result in a discharge to North Branch Brook
or otherwise adversely impact any of the values protected by Act 250. If Stratton has any
questions concerning whether certain activities will require permit approval, it should seek a
Jurisdictional Opinion from the District #2 Environmental Coordinator.
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VI ORDER

1, Land Use Permit #2WO5 19-9R3  is void.

2. Permit Amendment Application #2WO5 19.9R3-EB  is hereby denied.

3. Prior to the initiation of any activity related to the Bridge Project, Stratton Corp.
shall obtain a Jurisdictional Opinion from the District #2 Environmental
Coordinator as to whether such activity corstitutes  a material or substantial change
and therefore requires an Act 250 permit.

4. Jurisdiction is returned to the District #2 Environmental Commission.

Dated at Montpelier, Vermont, this 15th day of January, 1998.

VERMONT ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD

hair *
Arthur Gibb
Marcy Harding
Samuel Lloyd
Rebecca M. Nawrath
Robert H. Opel **
Robert G. Page, M.D.

* On January 1, 1998, Marcy Harding took office as Chair of the Environmental Board.
However, because member Ewing had offtciated  as the Board’s Chair and hearing officer
throughout a substantial part of this proceeding, he has concluded the appeal as Acting Chair.
3 V.S.A. 5849.

* * Member Opel was not present for the January 15. 19X$ deliberation; he reviewed and
concurred with this decision.


